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Great weapon master feat 5e

Grand Master of Arms You have learned to put the weight of a weapon in your favor, letting your impulse strengthen your attacks. You gain the following benefits: • In turn, when you score a critical strike with a melee weapon or reduce a creature to 0 hit points with one, you can make a melee weapon attack as a bonus action. • Before making a melee attack with a heavy weapon with which you are
proficient, you can choose to take a penalty of -5 for the attack roll. If you do this and the attack hits, it deals +10 damage. From Dungeons and Dragons Wiki 5th edition Pointer + A pointer is a brief summary that points to published material. This material is published under the fair use of copyright law. The Unofficial Description and any notes are licensed cc-by-sa. Care should be taken when editing this
page. Player Manual (5e) The Grand Master of Arms is a feat in 5th ed. Dungeons &amp; Dragons described in the Player Manual (5e). Grand Weapon Master Unofficial Description: Attack bonus on critical strike or death. You can take penalty to hit to gain extra damage. Back to the Main Page → 5th → Feat My favorite feat in the entire 5e game, Great Weapon Master. A feat so powerful, that many
Dungeons and Dragons players consider it broken and potentially worthy of prohibition. But the question is when to use it? After all, against a monster with a 24 AC. It seems unwise to use the Grand Master of Arms when you take a reduction to hit. But is that really the case? Well, it depends on a variety of factors. As such, I will evaluate the GWM in 5 different respects, Barbarian v FIghter, DPR gain from
it, advantage to beat, disadvantage of hitting, and APPROPRIATE AC to attack. So curious to see the results? I know i was. Let's get started. What is the Grand Master of Arms in 5e? For those of you who don't know what the Grand Master of Arms is, GWM is a feat found on page 167 of the Players Manual. He states: While attacking with a heavy weapon, killing a creature or hitting a critical strike, allows
you to make an additional attack with your bonus action. Also, you can take a -5 to hit to cause +10 damage if you hit. This is used for those who abandon the defense capabilities of a shield and favor damage through weapons such as a large word or largeaxe. The key part that everyone talks about is not the extra attack, but the bonus of damaging when you attack. Whereas you can have this done at level
1 where the average hp is 24. You can literally shoot the average monster making you a threat to deal with. As such, most people assume that the best classes to use this ability are those with many attacks or able to take a hit. Like the fighter or barbarian. But who is the best master of the Great Weapon? Well, here are the results. Grand Master of Arms: Barbarian v Fighter Now comes the question a
Barbarian v Fighter. Who's the best Grand Master of Arms. The answer, the barbarians dominate the field. It's as simple as that. The only time a fighter beats a barbarian is when they are level 20. Until then, there, On average AC monsters in each level, barbarians, bonus rage and advantage, a Barbarian will deal at his maximum average, 36.61 damage points in a round with GWM. A fighter will have a
DPR of 31.53. That is, a barbarian will make 5 more points on average in a round than a fighter will. This assuming that the fighter has no advantage, but the Barbarian has due to a reckless attack. Now, before we go any further, I need to say that this is the highest average. Obviously, a barbarian or fighter can deal more damage than that in a round. But when you take into account how much he misses
too, this is his average DPR. It also does not take into account magic weapons, since they are so unique per campaign. So take that into account, too. This baseline of class skills and mundane items If a fighter has advantage, then he will still subperform the barbarian by about 2 points from levels 1-10. Once a Fighter reaches level 11, however, the fighter will surpass the performance of almost 10 points
more, a DPR of 46.47. So in general, a class of barbarians synergizes much higher than a fighter with GWM. Making them the last Great Gunfighter. However, if a fighter can gain consistent advantage with each attack and attack 3 or more times, then the fighter will greatly outsw the barbarian. GWM: DPR Gain Now that we know who is the last Great Weapon Hunt, let's apply it to all adventurers. I've
talked briefly about a fighter, but let's see the details. A fighter will gain, on average, a 31.43% increase in DPR with the Great weapon Master. Of course this is distorted due to a 93% increase in level 20 of 4 attacks. Therefore, not taking into account level 20, they gain an increase of 28%. To put this in a simpler way, from levels 1-19, you'll, on average, deal 28% more damage with GWM than without. A
barbarian, on the other hand, has a smaller increase in DPR with The Grand Master of Arms in 5e. They have only a 3.95% increase over levels 1-20. But more surprisingly, they actually have a negative return at 5 of their 20 levels. This was unique because no other class has a Negative DPR for GWM. Furthermore, they did the most damage of any class with the Grand Master of Arms in 5e. At another
glance, it's just a good class to beat things up. A barbarian with his bonus rage damage will deal more than The Grand Master of Arms. That is, if you don't have the upper hand, your anger damage will do almost the same as GWM overall. An amazing result to be sure. Finally, we have other classes that attack two or once. A class that attacks twice will have less DPR increase than an attack class. With a
14.22% increase for two attack classes, but an increase of 16.10% for an attack class. While this may be the case in percentage terms, two attack classes have an average DPR higher than one hitter. So they're considered better. To help, here is a chart that shows for each class to use in your games. I hope it helps. Website Support: Shop in store! GWM: Advantage But what about a DPR DPR with
Advantage? The general rule is always to use the Grand Master of Arms if you have the upper hand. That's the truth. On average, if you have an advantage with the Grand Master of Arms in 5e you will see a 35-41% increase in damage unless you are a barbarian. They will see a 20-35% increase in DPR. This solidifies the above statement about the advantage, but let's look at some real numbers as well.
A fighter without advantage will handle an average of 22.78 damage per lap using Great Weapon Master at 5e. However, a Fighter with a consistent advantage will see an 11-point increase in damage average of 33.31 points per lap. Greatly increasing your character's ability to kill enemies. But what about a barbarian? Your anger bonus strongly affects the DPR increase of your class. So much so that if
the Barbarian has no advantage he should consider not using GWM in general. A barbarian will still see an increase of about 26.35%. In other words, 6 more damage over the course of a round. A barbarian with an advantage, but without the Grand Master of Arms in 5e, will deal 23 damage. But a barbarian with the advantage and GWM will deal 29 damage. That is, a barbarian can consistently deal 29
damage a lap without magic weapons and just attacking. Brutal for anyone who fights them. GWM: Handicap And then comes the second part to Grand Master of Arms, disadvantage. The assumption for the Grand Master of Arms is never to attack at a disadvantage. That's 100% true. A character can see anywhere from a 30-40% damage reduction when using the Grand Master of Arms. And specifying
this percentage drop is assuming that you already have a disadvantage in attack. If you are going from the damage difference between using GWM with gwm advantage verses with disadvantage, the difference is greater than 73.2%. That is, if you had the upper hand in your first round of attacks, but downside in your second round of attacks, you'll see a 73% drop in damage compared to your first round.
That's huge. Therefore, if you are going to attack at a disadvantage, the chances are high that you probably shouldn't. A barbarian will deal 7.88 damage on average. Meanwhile, a fighter will do a little more due to their ability to attack 3 times, giving them 8.9 damage on average. Still significantly smaller than attacking at a disadvantage without using Great Weapon Master in 5e. GWM: What AC to attack
As can be seen Grand Master weapons in 5e will see large swings of damage for those who use it. With a barbarian being the best for damage unless a fighter has the upper hand. And while this may be useful information for deciding which class to choose for your great gun fighting adventurer, the real question becomes what ac should I hit. Well, you're in luck I compiled the information using a simple
algebra formula that I found on the Giant tip. From there I used the average CA that you expect to see at each level with some other formulas for advantage and disadvantage and and a chart that shows that if the AC of an enemy is that or lower in each level, then you must attack with the Grand Master of Arms. As you can see the appropriate uses for the Master of the Great Weapon in 5e are usually
against enemies with AC 16 or lower starting. However, by level 20 using it against 21 CA monsters should be a regular use as well. The reason is that increasing DPR is a positive meaning that you should. That doesn't take into account situational things. How is the boss on his last legs and just need to knock? If so, it is better to attack regularly, because everything that matters at that point is beating.
What is most interesting was the severe fall of the AC to attack ranging from 14-15AC or lower. That is, if you compare by level 5, the average monster has a HIGHER CA than the recommended handicap chart. Therefore, you have a level 1-4 shot to be positive on your disadvantaged DPR. However, after level 5, it is highly recommended not too. Great Weapon Master 5e: Conclusion And then you have
when and not use Great Weapon Master, as well as which class is the best Great Weapon Hunt. With this, you should now know how much damage you should expect to do on average when you are using the Grand Master of Arms, as well as earning a chart that shows the AC you should or should not attack. If you liked this then you'll love my post on Bless too since it passes a bit on the chances of hit
with Great Weapon Master and how much it improves is DPR and to hit chances. P.S. If you liked this post and want to analyze your own spells, monsters and encounters, download my D&amp;D calculator! It's a tool I use to calculate true dpr for spells and monsters in my campaigns. If you're still not sure by my little synopsis then check out the review I did and see all the cool skills she has! Hsa!
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